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scarcely out of the Antelope archway than he found Uryen
standing by his side.
"I'm glad I caught you/3 the man said. "I was only just in
time! What do you say to a walk, this lovely afternoon?"
Now as he came downstairs our friend had thought to him-
self: "I'll go straight off for a walk!" But this decision had
been modified by another one: "I'll go to my room first and
get that letter."
Now under the pressure of Uryen's presence he decided that
he'd postpone getting that letter till after his walk. He could
take it to Wizzie then, and they could discuss it before tea, or
later, if she wanted to keep its contents a secret from Mrs.
Dearth!
So he expressed himself amiably, and suggested boldly that
they should walk to Maiden Castle.
"That was just what I was going to suggest," said Uryen
complacently. " * Every day lost in May is a day twice away/ "
he quoted, "and though it's not the exact day I would have
chosen, there's nothing against it as a day as far as I know."
They both walked with such rapid strides that it was not long
before they reached the couple of isolated cottages, with a
vegetable garden in front of them, that marks the halfway
point to the ancient earthwork. Their road was both treeless
and hedgeless and around it in all directions extended wide
stretches of arable land where not a hedge or a tree was visible.
In fact nothing seemed visible from that long, straight,
pilgrim's road except the object of the pilgrimage. Towards
this object, towards this low-lying and yet grandly rising mass
of fossae and valla, this man-made promontory of earth in an
expanse of natural earth, this man-made city of turf in an ex-
panse of natural turf, this Titanic erection of the demented
mould-warp man, heaved up between the roots of the grass
and the highways of the winds, the narrow road led as directly
and undeviatingly as if this vast Polis, for so the classical geog-
rapher designated it, this mystical City of Dunium, had been
an antediluvian monster—a monster compared with whom
Leviathan himself were but a field-mouse—whose long straight
dragon's tongue lay supine as a strip of seaweed so that the
Beings it intended to swallow might advance at ease along it,
undeterred by any distraction from advancing to their doom.
Dud stared in fascinated awe at the great earth-monument.

